Boat Transport Requirements
Somalia Logistics Cluster – November 2023

**Boat Transport Requirements**

When requesting to transport boats with UNHAS or other UN Assets please ensure that you strictly meet the requirements below:

**Initial information on cargo**

1. Please provide boat dimensions length, width, height and approximate weight (Please note that the maximum dimensions are **6m Length x 2.3 width by 1.8 height** if the boat does not fit inside the aircraft it will not be carried). Please provide a side and top photograph of boat.

2. Please provide details and a photograph of the engine, and confirm that the engine is drained of fuel.

3. Please indicate the destination and a Mogadishu focal point and secondary focal point with a phone number and email address as well as a phone contact at the destination.

4. Please send any necessary tools and spare parts for the engine, if required.

**Entry into the AAIA**

1. For entrance to Aden Abdulle International Airport area and MOVCON please provide the following **2 day prior to arriving**. (Please indicate if you need to use a gate other than Marina gate). If the boat does is not delivered inside MOVCON by 14h00 the boat will be delivered the following day).

2. Please provide:
   - Driver name and ID number
   - Licence plate number
   - Colour and type of vehicle
   - A photograph would help

Gates open at **06h00** and close at **17h00** (all cargo must be in by **14h00** the day before the flight to permit UNHAS to assess and prepare the boat for transport.

All requests should be sent to: Joseantonio CARINO joseantonio.carino@wfp.org and copying Anne-kathrin LANDHERR annkathrin.landherr@wfp.org